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An analogue of the Erd6s-Ko-Rado theorem is proved for the distance-regular graphs 
Hq(k, n) with k x n matrices over GF(q) as vertex set and two matrices A and B adjacent if the 
rank of A - B is 1, where n >~ k + 1 and (n, q) ~ (k + 1, 2). As an easy corollary, we prove that 
Hq(k, n) has no perfect e-codes, e~> 1. 
][. l l l t roduct ion  
Erd6s, Ko and Ratio [7] proved the following theorem for subsets of a finite 
set: 
Let 3~ be a collection of k-subsets of an n-set X where n I> n0(r, k) and 
0 ~< r ~< k. If [An BI I> r for all A, B e ~, then I,~1 ~< (5 --~). Equality occurs if and 
only if ~: consists of all k-subsets which contain a fixed r-subset of X (i.e., 
n ~ = f '~A consists of r elements). 
The original proof in [7] established that n0(r, k)~< r + (k -  r)(k) 3. In 1976, 
Frankl [8] improved that no(r, k) = (r + 1)(k - r + 1) for r ~ 15. Recently, Wilson 
[14] showed that no(r, k )=(r+l ) (k - r+l )  in the remaining cases, i.e., 
r=2,3, . . . ,  14, and characterized the extremal configurations when n> 
(r + 1)(k - r + 1). 
In the language of graphs, the Erd6s-Ko-Rado theorem gives the upper 
bound on the sizes of subsets of vertices with maximum distance k - r  in the 
Johnson graph J(n, k) and characterizes the extremal cases, where J(n, k) is the 
graph with the set of all k-subsets of an n-set as vertex set and two vertices 
adjacent if their intersection consists of k - 1 points. We note that J(n, k) is a 
distance-regular graph and the distance between any two vertices A and B is k - r 
if and only if ]A A B[ = r. Analogous results are known for some other 
distance-regular g aphs, e.g. [10] for Hamming graphs, [9] for q-analog Johnson 
graphs, and [13] for dual polar spaces. The reader is referred to [1, 3] for the 
definition and fundamental properties of distance-regular g aphs. In this paper, 
by modifying the technique used by Hsieh [9], we prove an analogous theorem 
for the distance-regular g aph Hq(k, n) defined on Mgx.(q), the set of all k x n 
matrices over GF(q), with two vertices A, B adjacent if the rank of A - B is 1. It 
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is known that Hq(k, n) is a distance-regular g aph (actually, distance-transitive) 
and the distance between two vertices A and B is i if and only if the rank of A - B 
is i. 
Theorem 1. Let 3: ~_ Mk×~(q), and rank(A - B) <<- k - r for all A,  B ~ 3:, where 
0 <~ r <<- k. Assume that n >>- k + 1 and (n, q) 4= (k + 1, 2). Then (1) [3:[ ~< qn(k-r), 
and 
(2) 13:l = qn(k-r), i f  and only if, up to isomorphism, 3: = {A [ A ~ Mk×~(q) with 
zero entries on the last r rows}. 
Remark. (1). The constructions of (k -  t)-codesigns of cardinality q~t for all t 
were given by Delsarte [5, p. 237]. His Theorem 3.9 [4] with 3: and a 
(k - r)-codesign of cardinality qnr gives the inequality [3:[ <~ qn(k--r) in (1) for all 
n t> k and q t> 2. However, we prove both (1) and (2) simultaneously under the 
given numerical conditions. 
(2). Using a different approach, Moon [11] proved Theorem 1 under the con- 
ditions that n > k + 1 and q ~> 3. Moreover if n > r + 2, assume r <~ (q - 1)q n-'-3. 
(3). We expect hat (2) is also true for the case (n, q) = (k + 1, 2), although the 
inequality in Lemma 2 is no longer available. For the case n = k, there are at 
least two types, namely either fixing r rows or fixing r columns. 
As an easy corollary, although not new, we prove in Section 4 that Hq(k, n) has 
no perfect e-codes for n I> k + 1, q/> 2, (n, q) 4= (k + 1, 2) and e t> 1 (Theorem 2). 
L. Chihara [2] proved this result by using the generalized Lloyd's theorem. 
2. Altenuated spaces 
The proof of Theorem 1 depends on the fact that Hq(k, n) is isomorphic to the 
adjacency graph of the attenuated spaces (Z~k, ~k-1, _D). 
Let V be a (k + n)-dimensional vector space over GF(q), W ~_ V be a subspace 
of dimension , and {w~,. . . ,  wn}, {e~, . . . ,  ek, W: , . . . ,  W,,} be bases of W and 
V respectively. Let U0 = (e l , . . . ,  ek), the subspace spanned by el, • • •, ek. We 
define 
and 
~gk--X = { U [ U ~_ V is a (k - 1)-subspace with U Iq W = 0}, 
~k = { U I U ___ V is a k-subspace with U O W = 0}, 
where 0 is the zero space. The incidence structure (Z~k, Z~k-1, _~) is called an 
attenuated space. Its adjacency graph is defined to be the graph with Z~k as its 
vertex set, and a pair of subspaces in ~k being adjacent ff and only if whose 
intersection is in ~gk-1. 
It is known that each element U in ~k has a base {el + w~, . . . ,  ek + w~,} for 
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uniquely chosen w~, . . . ,  w~ in W. Let w; = E l , j , .  ao~, and tp(U) be the matrix 
I all a12 " " " aln 1 
a21 a22 "- • 
Lakl ak2 " "  an 
Then the adjacency graph of the attenuated space (~tk, ~tk_l, ~_) is isomorphic to 
Hq(k, n) via the above correspondence U--> ~(U). Note that the dimension of 
U1 A U2 is r if and only if the rank of ~(U1) - ~(U2) is k - r. We refer the reader 
to [12] for the proof. 
Since Hq(k, n) is distance transitive, without loss of generality, we may assume 
the zero matrix is in ~. In terms of the above isomorphism, we may assume 
~_  ~t k with the property that U0 e ~; and dim(U1 t3 U2)>I r for all /./1,/-/2 e ~. 
Under this convention, the statement (2) of Theorem I can be restated as follows: 
(2*) If I~1 = q,,{k-O, then P, up to isomorphism, consists of all elements in ~tl, 
which contain a fixed-r-subspace of V, i.e., (-'}w~U~_ V is a subspace of 
dimension r. 
Remark. For the case n =k, we have ]~[ =q,,~k-O for those ~ which satisfy 
either dim(f"] P) = r or d im((U .~)) = 2k - r, where (U  ~)  denotes the sub- 
space spanned by U ~. 
3. P roo f  o f  Theorem 1 
For the proof, we need some lemmas. We denote the number of all r-subspaces 
of an n-dimensional vector space over GF(q) by [7], the Gaussian polynomial, 
i.e., 
= (q,  _ 1)(qr _ q ) . . .  (q ,  _ q~- l )  • 
Lemma 1 
Proof. Straightforward. [] 
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following inequality (Lemma 2), 
together with Lemma 3 (for counting purpose). Indeed, the inequality we need in 
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the proof of Theorem 1 is 
r+ 1]" 
r 1 q,(k-r-p) < qn(k-r). 
Lemma 2. I f  n >>- k + 1, (n, q) #: (k + 1, 2), and 0 <~ r <<- k, then 
[r + - r+ l ]  p < I  q'p' l <~p<~k -r" 
Proof. Since 
[ r+p] [k - r+ l ]  1)(qk_,+ 1
r 1 = (qr+p __ __ 1 ) / (qP -1) (q -1 ) "  [ r +p-1]r 
by Lemma 1 
<qr.qk-,+l.[r+P--r 1] .q~, / (q_ l ) (qP_ l )  
under the given conditions. The case p = 1 is done immediately. Moreover, if 
p I> 2, then 
- r+ l  - 
<< q O, -1), . r 1 
qnp• 
This completes the proof. [] 
Lemma 3. Let V be an (n + k)-dimensional vector space over GF(q), W c_ V be 
an n-subspace, X c_ V be a s-subspace and X 17 W = O, where s <<- k. Then 
(1) The size of the set {Z [ Z ~_ V is an i-subspace and Z 17 W = 0} is q"i[ki]. 
(2) the size of the set {Z I Z ~_ V is a k-subspace with X c Z and Z t') W = 0} is q,,<k-~). 
Proof. (1) Given an ordered i-tuple of linearly independent vectors in the 
quotient space V/W, there are qni ways (namely IHomGF<q)(V/W, W)I ) to lift this 
i-tuple to an i-tuple of linearly independent vectors in V. 
(2) Apply (1) to the quotient spaces V/X, Z /X  and W/X(=W).  [] 
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From now on, we assume the notation and conventions as mentioned in Section 
2. For vectors x,, x2, • • •, xs, let ~;x, ..... ~s be the set of all A e ~: which contain 
(Xl,.  • •, xs >, the subspace spanned by xl, • • •, x~. 
Suppose ,~ c_ Mk with the property that dim(A f3 B) >I r for all A, B e ~;, and 
dim(f'-) ,~) ~< r - 1. We want to show that I~] < q~(k-~). Let (x , , . . . ,  x,) ~_ V be 
a r-subspace with (x l , . . . ,  x~> N W =0,  the zero space, and [~:x, ..... ~,1 be the 
maximum of I~:c[ for all r-subspaces C of V. The maximum value must occur at a 
r-subspace which has trivial intersection with W. 
Since d im( f" ) ,~)<~r-1 ,  there is an element A, e3 ;  such that 
d im( (X l , . . . ,  Xr>OA1) ~< r - 1, and so there is a (k - r + 1)-subspace B1 of A1 
with B, f3 (Xz , . . . , x , )=O,  the zero space. Hence (X l , . . . , x ,y> is r+ l -  
dimensional for all y e B1. Since A f3 B1 ~ 0 for all A e ~: by comparing their 
dimensions, we have ~:x, ..... ~, ~_ U<y>~B, ~,  ..... ~,,y (over all 1-subspaces (y)  of B1). 
Therefore, Lemma 3(2) with X = (x , , . . . ,  x~, y > and y e B1 shows that 
,. [ k - r + l ]q "{k-'-l). 
[ 3;~, ..,x,I <<- 1 (1) 
If there is a vector y* e B1 with the property that d im((x, ,  . . . ,  Xr, y*)("IA)>1 r 
for all A e ~; then 
2 
C~ (x, ..... x,,y*) 
is a r-subspace 
< q,,(k-~) by Lemma 2. 
Otherwise, we may assume that for any y e B~, there is an element Ay~ 3~ such 
that d im( (x l , . . . ,  x,, y )NAy)  ~< r - 1. Hence there is a (k - r + 1)-subspace By 
of Ay such that (x l , . . . , x ,y )ABy=O,  and so (X l , . . . ,Xr ,  y , z )  is r+2 
dimensional for all z e By. Since A tq By 4:0 for all A e ,~, we have ~x, ..... xr.y - 
w<~)~B, ~1 ..... ~,.r.~, where the union is over all 1-subspaces (z) of By. Therefore, 
Lemma 3(2) with X = (x~,. . . ,  x ,  y, z)  and z e By shows that 
..... <- 
(z)~_Br 
is a 1-subspace 
k- r+1]  
[~x, ..... x,,y,z[ ~ 1 qn(k-(r+2)), 
for all y e Bx. Since A f3 B1 #= 0 for all A e ~, so 
k - r+1]  
[~x, ..... x,I <~ E I~x, ..... x,,,] <~ qn(k - r -2 ) ,  
(y>~B, 1 
(2) 
where the summation is over all 1-subspaces (y) of B1. 
Fix an element Yl ~ B1, and denote the corresponding (k - r + 1)-subspace By, 
by Be. If there is an element y*eBe with the property that 
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d im((x l , . . . ,  x,, Yl, y*)f '~A) >~ r for all A e ~:, then 
I~1~ ~ I~1 
C~ (xl ..... x,,yl,y* )
is a r - subspaee  [r,2][k-r,,]2 
<<" 2 1 qn(k-r-2) by (2) 
< q,.,(k-,-) by Lemma 2. 
Otherwise, we may assume that for any y e B2, there is an element Ay E ,~ such 
that d im( (x l , . . . ,  Xr, Yl, Y)I"IAr) ~< r - 1. Hence there is a (k - r + 1)-subspace 
By of Ay such that (X l , . . . ,X r ,  Yl, y )NBy=O,  and so (X l , . . .  ,x , ,y l ,  y , z )  is 
r + 3 dimensional for all z e By. Since A N By #: 0 for all A e ~r, again Lemma 3(2) 
with X = (xl,  . . . , Xr, yl, y, Z) and z e By implies that 
k - r+ l ]  I:~, ..... ~,..~,,,I ~< ~Z I~., ..... ,.,.,...~I ~ qn(k--(r+3)) 
<~>~B~ 1 
for all y e BE. It follows that 
[k-r-,-1][k-r-,-,] I~, ..... =,,y,l <~ ~ I'~,,, ..... ~,,y,,yl <~ q,.,(k-,--3). 
(y)~B~ 1 1 
So far, we have either I~ l<q "(k-') or I~  1 ..... ~,,rl ~<[k-[+l]2q.(k-.-3) for all 
y E B 1. Hence, in the latter case, we have 
[k - r+ l ]  3 
. . . . .  <~ Z [~xl ..... x,,y[ <~ qn(k-r-3). (3) 
(y>=_8, 1 
Repeating this 
I,~.,,, . . . . .  .,,.I ~ [k - [  -'- 
process, we may conclude that either (1) I,~l < qn(k-r), or (2) 
1]pqn(k-r-p) for all p, l<<-p <~k-r .  For case (2), we have 
1]k-r. Let A ~ ~; be fixed. Then 
,,,-< r+'] 
C~A 1 
is a rosubspace 
< q,,(k-,) by Lemma 2, 
i.e., in both cases, we have [~1 < qn(k-r). This completes the proof. [] 
4. Hq(k, n) has no perfect e-codes 
Let F be a distance-regular g aph of diameter k. Let x ~ V(F),  the vertex set of 
F, and let e be an integer with 1 <~e < ½k, S(x, e) is defined to be the set 
{Y l Y e V(F), a(x, y) ~< e}. Then a(y, z) <~ 2e for all y, z ~ S(x, e), and the size 
IS(x, e)l is a function of e only, independent of x. A non-empty subset c¢ ~ V(F)  
is called a perfect e-code of Fir  {S(x, e) Ix e ~} is a partition of V(F). If there is 
a perfect e-code qg in F,  then IS(x, e)l I~1 = Iv(r) l ,  the so called sphere-packing 
condition, and a(x, y) >t 2e + 1 for any two distinct vertices x and y in ~. 
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We shall show the non-existence of any perfect e-code in Hq(k, n) by using 
Theorem 1 in Section 1, together with the following result of Delsarte, a special 
case of Theorem 3.9 [4]: 
Theorem. Let ~ ~_ V(F) with the property that O(y, z) >1 r + 1 for all distinct 
y, z • ~, and ~ ~_ V(F) with the property that O(y, z) <- r for all y, z • ~. Then 
Iv(r)l. 
Theorem 2. Hq(k, n) has no perfect e-codes where n i> k + 1, (n, q) 4: (k + 1, 2), 
and 1 <~ e < ½k. 
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that there is a perfect e-code qg in Hq(k, n), and 
A • c¢ be fixed. If .~_V(F) ,  here F=Hq(k, n), with the property that 
a(B, C) ~< 2e for all B, C • ~, the sphere-packing condition and the theorem of 
Delsarte show that 
Iv(r)l- Is(a, e)l, 
i.e., ~ IS(A, e)l. Therefore, IS(A, e)l is an upper bound for I~1, and S(A, e) 
is an appropriate ,~. Under the isomorphism in Section 2, Theorem 1 shows that 
IS(A, e)l = q2O, and consequently [") S(A, e) =_ V is a (k - 2e)-subspace. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume 
S(A, e) = {A + E [ E is a k x n matrix with zero in the last k - 2e rows}. 
Let B = A + F, where F be a k x n matrix with all entries in the first column 
non-zero, and all others zero. Then B •S(A,  e), contradicting the above 
structure of S(A, e). [] 
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